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HELLO
We’re Hanna and Ashleigh - the creative duo 
behind Australian design & publishing house Axel 
& Ash.  Based in the beautiful beachside hub of 
Bondi Beach, we’re two free-spirited souls who have 
captured our shared love of adventure, design, 
travel and living life to the fullest through the art of 
journaling.  

In 2013 we were drinking coconuts under the stars 
one summer’s night and sharing our bucketlists 
when we discovered a common desire to start a 
business. It wasn’t long after when the Axel & Ash 
brand was born with a mission to share our zest for 
life by motivating people to be wild, free and chase 
their dreams. We wanted to create a motivating 
platform where you can save all your memories and 
insert YOUR story. 

We’ve since turned what we live and breathe into 
designing fun, stylish journals that inspire and 
provoke curiosity amongst jetsetters and dreamers 
around the globe. Now with three best-selling books 
and an interactive map, we’re only just beginning 
our journey.

Join us for the ride….



LINE SHEET

P R E S S  PA U S E

Press PAUSE is a space to take time out each 
week and reflect on where you are. A place to 
stop, breathe, and celebrate your life as it is but 
to also look back on what it was, who you are, 
who you want to be and where you want to go.
Filled with fun questions, thought-provoking 
prompts, inspiring stories and 52 weekly 
journaling pages, it’s a place to reflect and 
remember, capture dreams and opportunities, 
explore ideas and desires, celebrate the highs, 
reflect on the lows and jot down your thoughts, 
feelings and experiences to keep forever.

N E W

RRP      39.99 AUD
  34.99 USD
  22.99 GBP
  26.99 EUR

RRP      44.99 AUD
  34.99 USD
  22.99 GBP
  26.99 EUR

F E AT H E R  P E N S

Meet Coco and Skye; your two new writing 
companions that will be by your side every 
thought of the way. A modern take on an old 
classic, this ballpoint pen is available in either 
black or white. These luxurious gold dipped 
feather pens are designed to inspire and drive 
your journalling endeavours, transporting your 
words from mind to paper. They are sparked 
with personality and are designed with refillable 
1mm black ink. Each come along with a 
weighted brass stand that will look timeless on 
your desk and are packaged in a beautiful luxe 
box to hold onto. 

N E W

M Y  B U C K E T L I S T

When was the last time you did something for the 
first time? Beautifully bound in stylish black cloth 
or marble, My BUCKETLIST is a creative journal 
sleek designed to capture 101 of your greatest 
dreams, desires and ideas in one place. Whether 
it’s travel Route 66 in an open Cadillac, eat 
pizza in Naples, learn a language or just dance 
in the rain, this book is buzzing with everything 
you need to start living life to the fullest! Filled 
with fun before & after questions, inspirational 
quotes, cool tips & incredible stories of people 
living their dreams - this book will motivate you 
to live life to the absolute fullest and save all the 
wild memories in style.

B E S T
S E L L E R

RRP      39.99 AUD
  34.99 USD
  22.99 GBP
  26.99 EUR



LINE SHEET

S W E P T  A W A Y  B Y  W A N D E R L U S T

For anyone from the stylish jetsetter to the 
novice explorer WANDERLUST” is a travel 
journal for the curious soul to ‘Insert your 
story’. Praised for it’s creative design and original 
concept,  every page of this travel journal  is 
individually designed inspiring you to dream 
and capture all your travel adventures in a chic 
but simple way. Bound in an earthy-latte cloth 
it’s filled with fun quirky questions, beautiful 
photography, inspiring quotes and cute little ‘To-
do’ notes that entices you to get off the beaten 
track to explore and immerse  yourself  in  the 
surrounding culture. With new writing prompts 
on each page this is the perfect tool to capture 
all those travel stories.

  RRP      39.99 AUD
  34.99 USD
  22.99 GBP
  26.99 EUR

L E T ’ S  S E E  I T  A L L

‘Let’s see it all’,  is an interactive world map 
for the wanderlusting souls to dream, trace, 
decorate and showcase a world to be explored. 
Hand drawn by designer Jessica Wells, the 
premium canvas features a stylish black and 
white design with hand crafted typography and 
a beautiful Tasmanian oak frame. Designed for 
the wanderers, dreamers, the insatiably curious 
and those who dare to live a less ordinary life 
it suggests adventurous Bucketlist prompts 
including;  Skateboard down Venice Beach, 
Eat Pizza in Naples, Feel the mist from Niagara 
Falls and Tango in Argentina. A unique art work 
that inspires, this Scandinavian chic world map 
is the ultimate wall art to compliment any home, 
office, bedroom or living space.

  RRP      149.99 AUD
  139.99 USD
 

We offer the options to pre-pay or set up an account for 30 day payment terms. Please 
send all order interest to: orders@axelandash.com. For any questions please contact us on:

E    info@axelandash.com
P    Hanna Axelsson +61 449 535331 

Orders

RRP      44.99 AUD
  34.99 USD
  22.99 GBP
  26.99 EUR

RRP      39.99 AUD
  34.99 USD
  22.99 GBP
  26.99 EUR

L I F E ’ S  A  R O A D T R I P

Life’s a ROADTRIP is the latest addition to the 
popular ‘Insert Your Story’ series. Designed to 
help you plan, experience and record the road 
trip of your dreams, this jam-packed journal will 
inspire you to escape on wheels and explore the 
road less travelled. Featuring eight journaling 
chapters, it’s filled with fun questions and 
thought- provoking writing prompts, inspiring 
stories from free-spirited travellers and lists of 
hidden locations to discover. This beautifully 
curated journal is packed with quotes that will 
push all of your wanderlust buttons and make 
you want to capture all your wild road trip 
memories!

White Luxe Original Tan
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PRESS PAUSE

C O N C E P T

Title Press PAUSE 
Category/Genre Journal
Target Market 
Women 18-49 with the world as their playground
Author 
Hanna Axelsson Sahlen &  Ashleigh Powell
ISBN 978-0-9874493-4-4 
Pages 264
Size W: 16cm H: 20cm
Publish date November 2018
Publisher Axel & Ash

“Sometimes we don’t realise the true value of a moment until it 
becomes a memory.“

Life is a collection of moments. From the big choices that change our 
lives, to the smaller stresses and smiles that often pass us by - every 
moment shapes our story!

Our Press PAUSE journal is a space to take time out each week and 
reflect on where you are. A place to stop, breathe, and celebrate your 
life as it is but to also look back on what it was, who you are, who you 
want to be and where you want to go.

Filled with fun questions, thought-provoking prompts, inspiring 
stories and 52 weekly journaling pages, it‘s a place to reflect and 
remember, capture dreams and opportunities, explore ideas and 
desires, celebrate the highs, reflect on the lows and jot down your 
thoughts, feelings and experiences to keep forever.

Our minds can be tricky and confusing places, but something 
incredible happens when you stop, tune into yourself, and put pen to 
paper. By clearing your mind, you see things in a new light, become 
less stressed, help creativity flow, connect with your emotions, develop 
a much better memory, and show up better in every area of your life!

So before you fast-forward on life: Pause, rewind and replay all of 
those special moments that you’ve experienced. Once a week, curl 
up in your favourite spot and use this book to completely unplug and 
detach from the world. Take time to Insert YOUR story.



F E A T U R E S
•   Natural Linen cloth bound hardcover.
•    52 weekly journaling pages, each filled 

with fun questions and thought-provoking 
writing prompts.       

•  ’Current State of Mind’ page to write where  
     you are currently today.
•    ‘Soul Goals’ to jot down all those dreams, 

ideas and goals you want to colour your 
life with.

•    ‘Game Plan’ to write down that action plan 
to reach your ‘Soul Goals’.

•    Free journaling pages to capture your 
     thoughts, words, scribbles or store your 
     pictures.
•    Inspiring interviews with: Beau Taplin, Elise 

Cook, the Clean Coast Collective, Emma 
Carey and the founder of Wanderlust 
Festivals.

•    Beautiful, edgy photography from around 
     the world with inspiring quotes motivating 
     you to live life to the fullest.
•   A bucket list to complete and check off.
•   Belly wrap with content blurb.
•   Elastic to keep the journal closed. 
•    Two bookmark ribbons.
•   Designed in Bondi Beach, Australia.

I T ’ S  W H A T  I S  I N S I D E  T H A T  C O U N T S



Meet Coco and Skye; your two new writing companions that will be by 
your side every thought of the way. These luxurious gold dipped feather 
pens are designed to inspire and drive your journalling endeavours, 
transporting your words from mind to paper. Each come along with 
a weighted brass stand that will look timeless on your desk and are 
packaged in a beautiful luxe box to hold onto. 

Meet Coco

She’s the fearless, adventurous spark you can always count on. As sharp 
as she is passionate, she’s the whimsical dreamer full of elegance and 
grace. A charming free-spirit, ready to capture your story with all of her 
courageous curiosity.

Meet Skye

She’s dramatic, dark and wild like the midnight sky. A creative perfectionist, 
her deep creative soul is always ready for a spontaneous adventure. She’s 
the memory maker who will unravel the deep desires stirring within your 
soul.

FEATHER PENS

C O N C E P T

• A beautiful long feather pen dipped in 
   gold paint
• Refillable 1mm black ink 
• Weighted brass stand
• Available in two colours; white & black
• Dimensions 5cm W * 35cm H approx.
• Packaged in a luxurious box to hold 
   onto

F E A T U R E S



RoadtripL I F E ’ S  A



Life’s a ROADTRIP is the latest addition to the popular ‘Insert Your 
Story’ series, following bestselling titles Swept away by WANDERLUST 
and My BUCKETLIST. Designed to help you plan, experience and 
record the road trip of your dreams, this jam-packed journal will inspire 
you to escape on wheels and explore the road less travelled.

Featuring a range of unique design aspects, Life’s a ROADTRIP 
includes fun writing prompts, inspiring stories from free-spirited 
travellers and striking photography. With lists of hidden locations to 
discover, beautifully curated journaling pages and quotes that will 
push all of your wanderlust buttons - this journal will make you want to 
capture all your wild memories in style!

Feel the pulse of the world, explore, and get wonderfully lost in the 
thrill of it all. It’s time to insert YOUR story!

LIFE‘S A ROADTRIP

C O N C E P T

Title: Life’s a ROADTRIP
Category/Genre: Journal / Travel / 
Stationary
Target market: 
Women 18-35 with the world 
as their playground
Author: 
Hanna Axelsson Sahlen &
Ashleigh Powell
ISBN: 978-0-9874493-2-0
Pages: 264
Size: W: 16cm H: 20cm
Publish date: November 2016
Publisher: Axel & Ash



F E A T U R E S
• Vegan leather, vintage inspired hardcover.
• Eight journaling chapters, each filled with    

fun questions and thought- provoking 
writing prompts.

• A planning section to fill out before you 
depart on each road trip.

• A road trip bucket list.
• Inspiring interviews with free-spirited 

travellers.
• Lists of hidden locations to discover 

including: the world’s best roads to explore, 
secret swimming spots, awesome festivals, 
breathtaking hikes and quirky, off-the-
beaten track locations.

• Pages to free write or store your favourite 
photos, ticket stubs and mud-splattered 
festival passes.

• A world map to trace all your adventures.
• Elastic to keep the journal closed.
• Two bookmark ribbons.
• Designed in Bondi Beach, Australia. 

I  D O N ’ T  K N O W  W H E R E  I ’ M  G O I N G  F R O M  H E R E , 

B U T  I  P R O M S E  I T  W O N ’ T  B E  B O R I N G
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MY BUCKETLIST

C O N C E P T

Title My BUCKETLIST 
Category/Genre 
Travel/Adventure/ Journal
Target Market 
Women 18-35 with the world 
as their playground
Author 
Hanna Axelsson Sahlen & 
Ashleigh Powell
ISBN 978-0-9874493-1-3 
Pages 264
Size W: 16cm H: 20cm
Publish date November 2014
Publisher Axel & Ash

Opening with a prompted bucketlist of 101 items for you 
to fill in, My BUCKETLIST is the perfect space to curate your 
ultimate goals, dreams and desires. With 264 individually 
designed   pages - each spread is carefully curated to excite, 
inspire and incite you to take action and then record   just 
how awesome it felt to complete your   bucketlist goals.  Each 
item has its own unique spread with provoking ‘before’ 
questions; “What’s stopped me from doing it so far…” “To make 
it happen I need to…”,   and ‘after’ prompts; “Amazing people 
who helped me…” “My feelings afterwards…”  helping you 
to save all the wild stories, incredible moments and the true 
essence of fulfilling your dreams. 

Interspersed throughout the book are also interviews revealing 
the secrets and advice of trailblazers who have followed their 
dreams and are now living the life they love. Read their incredible 
stories, see how they answer fun questions and soak up some 
great advice on how to start living your life to the absolute max!

Big handwritten quotes and gorgeous street style photography 
makes  My BUCKETLIST  stand out from your average goal 
journal. With before & after pages, tips, inspiration and stories 
to give you the courage to live the life you’ve imagined, this 
is a space where dreams are made and realized,  and a place 
to capture all the thoughts, feelings and wild memories along 
the way!



F E A T U R E S
•   Black cloth bound hardcover.
•    101 quirky question spreads, one for each  
     bucketlist item.        
•  ’Before’ question page.
•    101 quirky question spreads, 1 for 
     each item.
•    Motivating & inspiring interviews with  

successful high-profile individuals:  
(Lisa Messenger, Sebastian Terry,  
Tara Winkler, Jai Vasicek, Jeremy Veach 
‘Norm’, Felicity Palmateer, Kayla Itsines).

•    Space to insert photos of you completing 
     each item.
•    Inspiring quotes motivating you to live life 

to the fullest.
•    Beautiful, edgy photography from around  
     the world.
•    ‘People page’ for remembering all the 

people you meet along the way.
•    Fun summary page to complete once all  
     bucketlist items are finished.
•   World map
•   Black elastic to hold the journal closed
•   Two bookmark ribbons
•   Black bellywrap (gloss) with content blurb. 
•    Ends paper featuring the authors’ own  
     bucketlists.
•   Designed in Bondi Beach, Australia.

I T ’ S  W H A T  I S  I N S I D E  T H A T  C O U N T S



S W E P T  A W AY  B Y

Wanderlust



Praised for it’s creative design and original concept,  Swept away by 
WANDERLUST differs from other travel journals in that every page is 
individually designed to capture the wonderful essence of your travels. 
Filled with fun quirky questions, beautiful photography, inspiring 
quotes and cute little ‘To-do’ notes it entices you to get off the beaten 
track and immerse yourself in the surrounding culture.

The journal starts with a Before page, to fill out as you are planning your 
voyage. This is followed by 11 chapters - each being one destination - 
which gives you the opportunity to use it for many trips to come, or for 
one big trip with many destinations. Each chapter has new, fun writing 
prompts on every page Around me I see’, ‘The last person I spoke 
to’, ‘Today I discovered’ that inspires you to think outside the box, 
communicate with the locals, appreciate the moments and capture all 
those adventurous wanderlust moments in style!

Most journals on the market today have a bare and repetitive content 
making Swept away by WANDERLUST a clear stand out as the desired 
travel journal of choice and the  perfect gift for all the jet-setters, 
adventurer & life seekers out there!

SWEPT AWAY BY WANDERLUST

C O N C E P T

Title Swept away by WANDERLUST
Category/Genre 
Genre Travel/ Adventure/ Journal
Target Market 
Women 18-35 with the world 
as their playground.
Author 
Hanna Axelsson Sahlen & 
Ashleigh Powell
ISBN 978-0-9874493-0-6  
Pages 220
Size W: 16cm H: 20cm
Publish date May 2013
Publisher Axel & Ash



F E A T U R E S

N O T  A L L  W H O  W A N D E R  A R E  L O S T

• Earthy latte-colored cloth bound hardcover
• Before section to fill out before departure
• Inspiring life and travel quotes
• New, fresh questions and thought- 
     provoking writing prompts on every page
• Encouraging and spontaneous  
     “To-do” notes
• Beautiful and edgy photography  
     from around the world
• Extra pages for journaling, drawing  
     and important scribbles
• List pages to fill in during the trip:  
     “Books I read”, “People I met”  
     “Favorite restaurants” etc. 
• Bucket list to fill out 111 things to do 
     with your one wild and precious life
• Summary pages to complete at  
     the end of the journey
• World map to trace your travels
• Black elastic to keep the journal held closed
• Two ribbon page book marks
•  Black bellywrap (gloss) with a blurb of  

the journal’s content
• Designed in Bondi Beach, Australia



L E T ’ S  S E E  I T  A L L . . .

World Map



This Scandinavian inspired world map is the ultimate wall art for the 
wanderlusting soul. Born from a creative collaboration between Australian 
designer Jess Wells and Bondi publishing duo Axel & Ash, this premium 
canvas features a minimalistic black and white design, and a hit list of 
bucketlist adventures that inspires you to live life to the fullest: Spend a 
night in a Finnish igloo, dance down the streets of the Rio Carnevale, sleep 
in a yurt in Mongolia or cruise down the amazing Amazon river. 

Available in two styles; An earthy Tasmanian Oak timber frame with a rope 
handle or a sleek monochrome canvas ideal for framing, it’s the perfect 
piece to add contemporary Scandinavian chic to any home, office, 
bedroom and living space. With every country handwritten you can trace 
your old trips and plan your new adventures in style. Keep it minimalist, 
or create your own unique design by adding a splash of paint, sticker art 
or even pin up your photo memories to mark a life well travelled. This 
inspirational design is made for all the wanderers, dreamers, the insatiably 
curious and those who dream of a life less ordinary.

LET‘S SEE IT ALL

C O N C E P T

• Premium Canvas
• Dimensions 100cm W * 76cm H
• Hand drawn by Jessica Wells
• Tasmanian Oak timber slats (top & 
bottom)
• Rope Handle
• Inspiring travel bucketlist items
• Designed & Made in Bondi Beach, 
Australia

F E A T U R E S



Our best-selling books and Let’s See it All map 
are must-have keepsakes; the ultimate gift for the 
curious mind and the globetrotting soul. With 
travel at an all-time high and an increase consumer 
interest in journalling and mindfulness, our books 
fill a gap in the market that fulfil these desires in a 
unique and creative way. Not only is our content 
high quality and inspirational, our map and books 
themselves are beautifully designed - something 
you’d be equally proud to give as gift or  place on 
show in your home.

The ’Insert YOUR story’ series includes the globally 
successful journals My BUCKETLIST,  Swept away by 
WANDERLUST & Life‘s a ROADTRIP as well as their 
new wall art ‘Let’s see it all’. Favored by style makers 
and jet-setters from Sydney to Stockholm, London, 

Paris and all the way to New York the series is now 
sold in over 500 of the trendiest concept, fashion 
and book-stores across Australia, Europe, and the 
US.   Our stockiest include everything from small 
independent stores like the iconic Shakespeare 
& Co in Paris, Ahoy Trader in Byron Bay and 
Story in New York City to the well known Urban 
Outfitters stores across Europe, and fashionable 
Anthropologie chain across the world.

With most journals on the market today been bare 
and repetitive, Axel & Ash journals are standout 
products for those who want a personal touch, as 
they inspire you to capture your days, thoughts 
and memories in style – and keep those cherished 
experiences alive for years to come.

J O I N  O U R 
J O U R N E Y ?why



T A R G E T  M A R K E T
Women 18-35 with ’the world as their playground’. 

She is creative, curious, adventurous, stylish and full of dreams. She is 
a free spirit who likes to challenge herself and keeps busy by pushing 
life to its limits. She adores motivational quotes and collects cute, 
witty, beautiful must-have items. Street-smart, daring and confident 
she loves traveling and sees the world as her playground. She  has 
a soft spot for journaling and seeks inspiration from fashion, music, 
art, design, nature and adventure. She is social, loves to read fashion 
magazines, is active on Instagram and other social media. 

M A R K E T I N G  & 
B R A N D  A W A R E N E S S
Join the hype Marketing and PR support

We know that our series inspires, excites and motivates consumers, 
which is why we regularly collaborate with bloggers, magazine edi-
tors and media personalities around the world to share the love. 
You’ll see our books and map spread far and wide on social media, 
blogs and in the press by influencers and publications who love our 
products just as much as our consumers do.

Axel & Ash are active on all major social media channels with a par-
ticularly strong Instagram presence. We engage in dynamic conver-
sations with our followers and constantly deliver attractive imagery, 
inspirational quotes, travel tips and competitions to expand our 
following and keep our readers engaged.

M E D I A  &  P R E S S 
Axel & Ash’s products have been featured in an array of top magazines, 
blogs and Instagram accounts including; Cosmopolitan, Vogue, Vogue 
Living, TODAY, Washington Post, Huffington Post, Australian Traveller, 
Allure Magazine, Muses & Visionaries, Budget Travel, Real Living, Qan-
tas Flight Travel Insider, World of Wanderlust, Kayla Itsines, Laila Loves, 
Megan Ellaby.



as seen in



Founded by Bondi dreamers Hanna Axelsson Sahlen and Ashleigh Powell, 
Axel & Ash was born from a desire to combine their passions for travel, writing, 
photography, business and design in a mission to inspire others with their zest for life. 
The creative duo craft exquisitely chic funky journals with a personal touch that invites 
you to capture all your thoughts and memories in style

Axel & Ash burst onto the publishing scene in 2013 with the wildly successful travel 
journal,  ‘Swept away by WANDERLUST’ – that offers a creative twist to the typical 
travel diary. Self-published and independently distributed, Axel & Ash used their 
collective experience and business smarts to launch the book throughout Australia 
and Europe. A year later they released their second title ’My BUCKETLIST‘, expanded 
distribution of both titles into the US for Christmas 2015 and are now present in three 
continents. These creative souls have recently branched out into home décor with the 
hand designed wall map ’Lets See it All‘ and are now launching their third title ’Life‘s 
a ROADTRIP‘, holding inspirational speeches, appearing on the event circuit all whilst 
keeping their worldly adventures and blogging about it all.

about us



THANK YOU.

A X E L A N D A S H . C O M

  P  + 6 1  4 4 9  7 7 3  1 6 3  E  i n f o @ a x e l a n d a s h . c o m 

@ A X E L A N D A S H

W I T H  L O V E ,


